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ABSTRACT

The effect of an inland plateau on the tropical sea breeze is considered in terms of idealized numerical

experiments, with a particular emphasis on offshore effects. The sea breeze is modeled as the response to an

oscillating interior heat source over land. The parameter space for the calculations is defined by a non-

dimensional wind speed, a scaled plateau height, and the nondimensional heating amplitude.

The experiments show that the inland plateau tends to significantly strengthen the land-breeze part of the

circulation, as compared to the case without terrain. The strengthening of the land breeze is tied to blocking

of the sea-breeze density current during the warm phase of the cycle. The blocked sea breeze produces a pool

of relatively cold, stagnant air at the base of the plateau, which in turn produces a stronger land-breeze density

current the following morning. Experiments show that the strength of the land breeze increases with the

terrain height, at least for moderate values of the height. For very large terrain, the sea breeze is apparently

blocked entirely, and further increases in terrain height lead to only small changes in land-breeze intensity and

propagation.

Details of the dynamics are described in terms of the transition from linear to nonlinear heating amplitudes,

as well as for cases with and without background winds. The results show that for the present experiments,

significant offshore effects are tied to nonlinear frontal propagation, as opposed to quasi-linear wave features.

1. Introduction

Broadly speaking, the sea-breeze circulation consists

of the local- and regional-scale responses to differential

surface heating between the land and sea. This circulation

plays a role in many atmospheric and oceanic phenom-

ena in coastal areas, including thunderstorm initiation,

the modulation of air pollution and fog, and the driving

of wind-forced ocean currents. As such, the sea breeze

has been studied extensively from a number of perspec-

tives, including observational (Fisher 1960; Davis et al.

1889; Finkele et al. 1995; Miller et al. 2003; Puygrenier

et al. 2005), numerical (Pearce 1955; Pearce et al. 1956;

Estoque 1961; Fisher 1961; Antonelli and Rotunno 2007;

Fovell 2005; Zhang et al. 2005), analytical (Jeffreys 1922;

Haurwitz 1947; Schmidt 1947; Pierson 1950; Defant

1951, 658–672; Walsh 1974; Drobinski and Dubos 2009),

and laboratory studies (Simpson 1997; Cenedese et al.

2000; Hara et al. 2009). Recent reviews are given by

Miller et al. (2003) and Crosman and Horel (2010).

Most of the aforementioned studies have focused on

local aspects of the sea breeze, since these local phe-

nomena have the greatest impact on coastal populations.

However, a number of recent studies have also consid-

ered the sea breeze from a mesoscale wave perspective,

particularly in relation to near-shore convection in the

tropics. As shown by Imaoka and Spencer (2000), Yang

and Slingo (2001), Mapes et al. (2003a,b), and others,

convection over the tropical oceans shows a distinct di-

urnal signal near coastlines, with systems initiating over

land during the evening hours and then propagating
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offshore throughout the late evening and early morning.

Yang and Slingo (2001) and Mapes et al. (2003b) have

suggested that this propagating convective signal is likely

associated with a mesoscale wave response, as produced

by the diurnal heating over land. Similar suggestions have

been made for propagating signals over the continents,

particularly near prominent mountain ranges (Zhang and

Koch 2000; Koch et al. 2001; Carbone et al. 2002; He and

Zhang 2010).

The mesoscale wave dynamics of the sea breeze has

been considered by only a handful of studies, mostly

in the context of linear theory (Dalu and Pielke 1989;

Rotunno 1983, hereafter R83). To keep the problem

tractable, these studies have been cast in terms of highly

idealized models, including resting background states

and simple static stability profiles. The results show that

for the tropics, the linear response consists of propa-

gating internal gravity waves, while for latitudes greater

than 308 the response is trapped to the coastline. An

extension of the theory to include background winds

was carried out recently by Qian et al. (2010, hereafter

QEZ10). However, other aspects of the linear problem

have received relatively little attention, including the ef-

fects of basic-state shear, static stability variations, and

near-coastal terrain. The connection between the linear

theory and the fully nonlinear phenomena of the sea

breeze has also remained uncertain.

The goal of the present study is to explore the effect

of an inland mountain range on the mesoscale aspects

of the sea-breeze response, including both linear and

nonlinear model calculations. As seen in the results of

Imaoka and Spencer (2000) and Yang and Slingo (2001),

the regions with strongest near-coastal diurnal signals

are often associated with significant inland topography.

In the present study, this topography is taken to be a

plateau, with length scales modeled loosely on the west-

ern Columbia case considered by Mapes et al. (2003a,b)

and Warner et al. (2003). The effects of the plateau are

considered sequentially, beginning with the simple lin-

ear theory of QEZ10, as modified to include the topog-

raphy. Nonlinear effects are then considered through

experiments in which the heating amplitude and plateau

height are both varied. All experiments are carried out

both with and without background winds.

As in previous wave theory studies, the sea breeze is

modeled as the response to a diurnally oscillating heat

source. This simplification means that the study has in-

termediate complexity, having ties to both the simple

linear wave problems, as well as the more complicated,

nonlinear phenomena found in the real world. To re-

duce the parameter space and keep the model experi-

ments tractable, the study is also limited to nonrotating

flows (i.e., the equatorial problem).

Details of the physical setup are described in the fol-

lowing section. Section 3 considers the effects of to-

pography in the linear context, focusing on both small

heating amplitudes and small topography. The transi-

tion to nonlinear dynamics and intermediate topogra-

phy is considered in section 4, while section 5 considers

the nonlinear dynamics for large mountain heights. The

final section gives a summary and discussion.

2. Model description and scaling

a. Basic physics

We consider the 2D nonrotating, compressible Bous-

sinesq problem for a coastal mountainous region. The

basic equations are given by

Du

Dt
5 2$P 1 bk̂, (1)

Db

Dt
1 N2w 5 Q, (2)

DP

Dt
1 c2

s $ � u 5 0, (3)

with

w 5 u
›h

›x
at z 5 h(x), (4)

where u 5 (u1, u3) 5 (u, w) is the fluid velocity, P is the

Boussinesq disturbance pressure, b is the buoyancy, and cs

is the Boussinesq sound speed. The background Brunt–

Väisälä frequency N is taken to be constant. The function

Q is a diabatic oscillating heat source, which mimics the

turbulent fluxes and radiative effects over land.

The terrain shape is set to be a plateau with relatively

steep sides, with length scales modeled roughly on the

northern extension of the Andes. The shape of the to-

pography is described by the smooth 2D plateau profile

h(x9) 5

h0, for jx9j , Lp,

h0

16
1 1 cos

p(jx9j) 2 Lp

4Ls

� ��� 4

, for Lp # jx9j# Lp 1 4Ls

0, otherwise,

,

8>><
>>:

(5)
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where 2Lp is the full width of the flat part of the plateau

and Ls is roughly the half-width of the slope of the pla-

teau. Here we set the two slopes to be symmetric. The

variable x9 in (5) is defined to be the distance as mea-

sured from the center of the plateau. The coastline is at

x 5 0, and the distance between the coastline and the

point where h(x) first reaches its maximum height is

defined to be Lc. The center of the plateau is then at x 5

Lc 1 Lp.

The diabatic oscillating heat source is defined by

Q(x, z, t) 5
Q0

p

p

2
1 tan21 x

L

� �
exp 2

z 2 h

H

� 	
cos(vt),

(6)

where 2L is roughly the half-width of the heating gra-

dient, H is the heating depth, and v is the diurnal fre-

quency. Different from the heating profile used in R83

and QEZ10, this definition of the heat source includes

the elevated heating gradient associated with the topog-

raphy. As mentioned above, the center of the coastal

zone is taken to be x 5 0.

The scalings for this study are based on the linear

theory for the sea breeze over flat terrain, as described

by R83 and QEZ10. In the linear case, the depth scale is

set by the H, while the depth-to-width aspect ratio as

determined by the gravity wave dispersion relation is

d 5 v/N. Together these two scales determine a length

scale of H/d 5 NH/v. Scales for the remaining variables

are then as listed in Table 1. Further discussion of these

scales can be found in QEZ10.

Using the scales from Table 1 in (1)–(3) yields five

nondimensional control parameters, while the terrain

definition [(5)] adds four additional parameters. To-

gether, these nine parameters completely determine

the disturbance parameter space. Descriptions for the

parameters are as listed in Table 2. In the present study,

only three of the nine parameters will be varied: the

heating amplitude �, the plateau height H, and the wind

speed U. The remaining parameters are held fixed with

L5 0:091, d 5 0.0073, Ls 5 0:14, Lp 5 1:36, Lc 5 0:82,

and Ma 5 0.027. Values for the associated dimensional

parameters are as listed below.

Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of the model problem

for the sea breeze with (Fig. 1c) and without (Fig. 1a) the

plateau, as well as a control case in which the heating

distribution extends to infinity in both directions (Fig. 1b).

b. Model details

The simulations are calculated using the nonhydro-

static, compressible Boussinesq model described in

Epifanio and Qian (2008). Acoustic propagation is

handled using the time-splitting method of Klemp and

Wilhelmson (1978). Terrain is included using the terrain-

following coordinate of Gal-Chen and Somerville (1975).

The model includes a Smagorinsky-type eddy viscosity,

based loosely on the formulation of Lilly (1962). A weak

background viscosity is also applied, with Reynolds num-

ber of Re 5 U3 3 (kN2L)21 5 225. The lower boundary

conditions are free-slip and thermally insulating, as im-

plemented for finite-slope topography by Epifanio (2007).

The calculations are computed in a 2D domain with

horizontal extent 300L (or 20Lp) and depth 18.75H.

Damping layers are imposed for the outer 48L of the

domain in x and the upper 8.75H in z, with a radiation

condition applied at the upper boundary. The horizontal

grid spacing is Dx 5 0.2L. The vertical grid spacing is

Dz 5 0.05H at the ground, with vertical stretching factor

of 1.005. Such small vertical grid spacing is needed to

fully resolve the narrow disturbance ray paths for U 5 0,

TABLE 1. Scaling factors based on the linear theories of R83 and QEZ10.

Variable x z t u w b P

Scaling factor NH/v H 1/v Q0/Nv Q0/N2 Q0/v Q0H/v

TABLE 2. Nondimensional control parameters for the linear wave scaling shown in Table 1.

Control parameter Description

U5 U 3 (NH)
21 Background wind speed over the phase speed of the dominant linear mode

� 5 Q0 3 (N2vH)21 Stratification change due to the heating over the background stratification

d 5 v/N Depth-to-width aspect ratio

L5 vL 3 (NH)
21 Width of the heating gradient over the width of the linear response

Ma 5 NH/cs Phase speed of the dominant linear mode over the sound speed

H5 h
0
/H Ratio of the plateau height to the heating depth

Ls 5 vLs 3 (NH)
21 Half-width of the terrain slope over the width of the dominant linear response

Lp 5 vLp 3 (NH)
21 Plateau half-width over the width of the linear response

L
c
5 vL

c
3 (NH)

21 Coast-to-plateau separation distance over the width of the linear response
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and to resolve the flow near the ground for U 6¼ 0. In

dimensional terms, L 5 10 km, H 5 800 m, N 5 0.01 s21,

Dx 5 2 km, and Dz 5 40 m at the ground. The terrain

parameters are given by Ls 5 15 km, Lp 5 150 km, and

Lc 5 90 km.

c. Linear calculations

In addition to the nonlinear calculations, the model de-

scribed above can also be run using linearized dynamics.

The model can be linearized about any arbitrary back-

ground state, as described further in section 3. The model

can also be run in hydrostatic mode, which is useful when

comparing to analytic calculations.

The linear model was verified for the case of flat ter-

rain (i.e., H5 0) by comparing to the linear analytic

solution of QEZ10, which is valid for hydrostatic flow.

Figures 2a and 2b show the vertical velocity for the case

U5 0 and L5 0:1, and Figs. 2d and 2e for the case

FIG. 1. The diabatic heat source [contour interval (c.i.) 5 0.2] for (a) the sea-breeze case with no terrain, (b) the case of a plateau with no

coastal zone, and (c) the sea-breeze case with the plateau included. The plateau height isH5 2:5, which is the largest height considered in

this study.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the nonviscous vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.08) with background wind (a)–(c) U5 0 and (d)–(f) U5 0:625 at cycle

time vt 5 p/2. Shown are (a),(d) the analytical calculation results (X is the nondimensional horizontal direction, Z is the nondimensional

vertical direction), (b),(e) the linear numerical results, and (c),(f) the nonlinear numerical model results.
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U5 0:625, at a time when the linear model has achieved

a steady oscillation. Comparison for other values of U
produced similar degrees of accuracy.

3. Linear wave response with small terrain

In this section, the wave disturbance produced by the

heat source [(6)] is explored in the context of linearized

dynamics. The computations include both background

winds and coastal topography and thus form a bridge

between the simpleH5 0 theory of QEZ10 and the fully

nonlinear calculations of sections 4 and 5.

a. Linear calculations

The problem of flow past coastal terrain has two po-

tential wave sources: (i) the background flow past the

topography and (ii) the heating gradients due to the

coastline and the terrain. Here our interest is mainly

the second source. To isolate this source, we let the

background state be a steady mountain wave over the

plateau (as computed through a nonlinear model run)

and then consider the linear disturbance produced when

the heat source [(6)] is added.

To define notation, we divide the background moun-

tain wave into two parts: a constant upstream state with

wind speed U and static stability N, and the nonlinear

mountain-wave disturbance denoted by u0, w0, b0, and P0.

The linear disturbance produced by the heat source is

then denoted by u9, w9, etc., so that the total wind in the

x direction (for example) is u 5 U 1 u0 1 u9. Linearizing

the 2D compressible Boussinesq system about the steady

mountain wave then gives the disturbance system

›u9

›t
1 U

›u9

›x
1 u0

›u9

›x
1 w0

›u9

›z
1 u9

›u0

›x
1 w9

›u0

›z
5 2

›P9

›x
,

(7)

›w9

›t
1 U

›w9

›x
1 u0

›w9

›x
1 w0

›w9

›z
1 u9

›w0

›x
1 w9

›w0

›z

5 2
›P9

›x
1 b9, (8)

›b9

›t
1 U

›b9

›x
1 u0

›b9

›x
1 w0

›b9

›z
1 u9

›b0

›x
1 w9

›b0

›z

1 N2w9 5 Q, (9)

›P9

›t
1 c2

s

›u9

›x
1

›w9

›z

� 	
5 0, (10)

with

w9 5 u9
›h

›x
at z 5 h(x), (11)

where the background state is assumed known.

With the terrain added, the linear problem can no

longer be addressed analytically because of the non-

constant coefficients in (7)–(11). To overcome this prob-

lem, the solutions are computed using the linearized

model described in section 2c. The computation meth-

odology involves two steps. First, using the nonlinear

model, a simulation is computed without the heat source

until a steady-state mountain wave is achieved over the

plateau. A second simulation is then computed in which

the model is linearized about the steady state from the

first model run. The oscillating heat source is added and

the linear model solves (7)–(11) until a steady oscillation

is achieved.

For H5 0, the linearized problem matches the sea-

breeze case studied by QEZ10 (see the verification in

Fig. 2). However, the terrain adds three new effects to

the problem: (i) new heating gradients are produced over

the terrain slopes due to the modified heating definition

in (6); (ii) the disturbance flows over the sloping boundary

in (11), which effectively acts as a secondary wave source;

and (iii) the disturbance interacts with the background

mountain wave, as shown by the extra advection terms in

(7)–(9). In general these three effects are interconnected.

However, as shown in the appendix, for small mountain

heights the effects can be cleanly separated, with each

effect appearing as a separate terrain-related wave source

at leading order in h0.

Following R83 and QEZ10, we refer to the H5 0

solution for (7)–(11) as the linear sea-breeze wave solu-

tion. Departures from the sea-breeze case are then due to

topographic effects.

b. Resting background state

For U5 0 the background mountain wave is also zero.

Only two of the mountain effects described above are

then active: the elevated heating gradients and the dis-

turbance sea-breeze flow past the topography slopes.

Figures 3a–c show the linear wave response for the

case U5 0 and for topography heights H5 0:0625,

H5 0:125, and H5 0:625. At small topography height

the disturbances are dominated by the sea-breeze solution

seen in Figs. 2a,b, but there are also small additional

disturbances excited over the plateau slopes (Figs. 3a,b).

The amplitude of this additional disturbance increases

with topography height. When the topography height is

H5 0:625, the additional disturbance becomes the same

order as the sea-breeze wave disturbance (Fig. 3c).

Figures 3d–f show the solution for the same mountain

heights but with no coastline—that is, with the heat

source [(6)] replaced by

Q(x, z, t) 5 Q0 exp 2
z 2 h

H

� 	
cos(vt)
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so that heating extends everywhere along the boundary

as shown in Fig. 1b. With no coastline, the sea breeze

disappears and the only wave source is then the elevated

heating gradients over the terrain. Figures 3d–f show

that the elevated heating gradients produce distur-

bances over both slopes, with the amplitude of the dis-

turbance similar to the terrain effects seen in Figs. 3a–c

(note the change in contour interval). This suggests that

the elevated heating source is the dominant terrain ef-

fect for U5 0. Interestingly, comparing Figs. 3e and 3f

also suggests a secondary wave source near the top of the

terrain slopes when the mountain is large. These sec-

ondary waves are apparently due to the primary distur-

bance interacting with the steeper topography.

Note that the maximum w disturbance occurs where

the disturbance ray paths intersect over the plateau. At

FIG. 3. Linear vertical velocity response to the diurnal heating (a)–(c) with the coastline and (d)–(f) without the coastline at vt 5 p/2

[c.i. 5 0.1 in (a)–(c) and (f); c.i. 5 0.04 in (d) and (e)]; H is set at (a),(d) 0.0625, (b),(e) 0.125, and (c),(f) 0.625.

FIG. 4. Linear disturbance with U5 0:625 at vt 5 p/2.Vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.08) in the case with (a) no terrain, (b) H5 0:031 and

coastline included, and (c) H5 0:031 and coastline excluded.
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larger heating amplitudes this maximum appears to trig-

ger convective overturning.

c. Mountain-wave background state

Figure 4 shows the linear disturbance produced by the

heat source for the case U5 0:625 and with a mountain-

wave background state. The corresponding disturbance

for H5 0 is shown in Figs. 2d,e.

Figures 4a and 4b show that the effect of the terrain

in this case is to introduce a wave disturbance over the

two slopes of the plateau. The disturbance amplitude

increases with terrain height (as expected), and for a

given terrain height the disturbance is significantly

larger than for U5 0 (cf. Fig. 3). Figure 4c shows the

corresponding disturbance with no coastline. As be-

fore, this indicates the wave generation by the elevated

heating gradients in the absence of the sea breeze. Com-

paring Figs. 4b and 4c suggests that the disturbance ex-

cited by the elevated heating is relatively small in this

case.

As shown in the appendix, the three terrain effects

outlined in section 3a can be unambiguously distin-

guished when the terrain height is small. Figure 5 shows

the three effects in isolation for the caseH5 0:0031 and

U5 0:625, computed as given in the appendix. The fields

are shown as second-order disturbances (i.e., without

the leading-order sea-breeze fields). As expected from

Fig. 5, the direct wave generation by elevated heating

gradients in this case is relatively small (Fig. 5b). The

dominant terms are then the sea-breeze flow past the

plateau slopes (Fig. 5a) and the interaction of the sea

breeze with the background mountain wave (Fig. 5c),

which are roughly similar in size. The net disturbance is

shown in Fig. 5d, showing the wave fields over the pla-

teau slopes (cf. Fig. 4).

Finally, linear calculations with larger mountain heights

suggest that the disturbance becomes unstable once the

mountain height reaches some critical value (roughly

for H5 0:4). The form of the instability is similar to the

instability seen in the mountain-wave problem described

FIG. 5. The three effects of topography for the case with U5 0:625 and H5 0:0031 at vt 5 p/2. Vertical velocity

(c.i. 5 0.0024) due to (a) the disturbance flow past the plateau slope, (b) the elevated temperature gradients, and

(c) the wave–wave interaction between the sea breeze and the background mountain wave. (d) The total disturbance.
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by Lee et al. (2006). This suggests that the instability is

likely caused by the triad interaction.

4. Linear-to-nonlinear transition of wave response
to small topography

The calculations described above give some insight

into the effects of terrain on the sea breeze as consid-

ered in the linear context. However, the real problem is

strongly nonlinear. In this section we consider several

examples of the nonlinear behavior of the sea-breeze

wave response by computing numerical simulations with

varying interior heating amplitude. The emphasis is put

on the transition of the system from linear to nonlinear.

To keep consistent with the linear part, the results in this

part are restricted to relatively small topography.

As in the previous work, we briefly check the reli-

ability of the nonlinear model by comparing to the

linear problem when the heating amplitude is very

small. The comparison between Figs. 2a–c and 2d–f

shows that the nonlinear model reproduces the linear

results when the small heating is applied.

a. Nonlinear dynamics for U5 0 and H5 0

As a reference point, we begin by considering the

U5 0 case with a flat lower boundary, as described more

completely by Walter (2004). Figure 6 shows the vertical

velocity and potential temperature fields for the H5 0

case for increasing values of � and at two different times

in the cycle: the time of maximum heating (t 5 3 days)

and the time of maximum cooling (t 5 3.5 days).

For small �, the flow fields in Fig. 6 resemble the linear

inviscid solutions of QEZ10, with differences from the

linear solution due entirely to viscosity (see section 2b).

As � increases, the fields begin to show higher-wavenumber

features (Figs. 6b,f), and as � approaches � ; 1, these

high-wavenumber features collapse to form fronts and

associated density currents (Figs. 6c,g). During the

maximum heating part of the cycle, the onshore propa-

gating front is still in the early stages of forming, while

the offshore-moving front from the previous cooling

cycle has propagated well away from the coastline. The

opposite is true at t 5 3.5 days, when the sea-breeze front

has propagated well onshore. In general, the onshore

front is found to be much stronger and better defined

than the leftward-moving front, and in both cases the

propagation speed of the front increases with �.

Figures 7a–d display the time evolution of the U5 0,

H5 0 case for � 5 1.5, starting at the end of the heating

cycle (t 5 3.25 days). The onshore propagating front

forms late in the heating cycle (after the time of maximum

heating) and continues to propagate onshore through-

out the entire cooling phase (Figs. 7a–c). Toward the end

of the cooling cycle the offshore front forms (Fig. 7c), and

the front continues propagating offshore throughout

the entire heating phase (Figs. 7a,c,d). Over time these

leftward- and rightward-moving fronts dissipate as re-

sult of both viscosity and the spreading of the associated

density currents.

One result of this nonlinear back-and-forth motion is

that the air in the vicinity of the coastline becomes

colder than it would have without the coastline [i.e., if

FIG. 6. The total vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.06; shaded region is negative) and isentropes (black solid line) for theU5 0,H5 0 case at (a)–(d)

t 5 3.0 days and (e),(h) t 5 3.5 days. The heating amplitude is (a),(e) � 5 0.01, (b),(f) � 5 0.5, (c),(g) � 5 1.0, and (d),(h) � 5 1.5.
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the heat source were given by (12)]. Toward the end

of the heating phase, the temperature gradient across

the coastline allows the relatively colder air over the

ocean to move well onshore (Figs. 7a,b). This relatively

colder air then becomes even colder once the heat source

switches to cooling (Figs. 7b,c). Toward the end of the

cooling phase, this colder air propagates back offshore

where the heating strength is much weaker, which allows

the air to remain cold while the onshore air is again

heated (Figs. 7c,d). The end result is a pool of colder air

that propagates back and forth across the coastline.

b. Topographic effects for U5 0

The effect of topography on the wave fields and fronts

is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows a series of simulations

for increasing � (top to bottom) and increasing values of

H (left to right). The fields in Fig. 8 are shown at the end

of the heating cycle, when the onshore front is fully

formed and the leftward-moving front has propagated far

from the coastline (cf. Fig. 7a).

For � 5 0.01 and 0.25, the effects of the mountains in

Fig. 8 are similar to those seen in Figs. 3a,b (note the

difference in the axis scales). However, for larger � the

impact of the mountains is mainly to modify the fronts.

ForH5 0:0625, both fronts remain essentially unchanged

from the H5 0 case (e.g., as seen in the � 5 1.0 and 1.5

cases), but byH5 0:25 the structure of the onshore front

is strongly distorted as it climbs the plateau slope. Sim-

ilarly, the offshore front propagation speed is signifi-

cantly increased. For the range ofH considered in Fig. 8,

the effect of topography on the offshore propagation

speed is roughly comparable to the effects of increasing �

(e.g., cf. Figs. 8a4, d4, and a5).

Some insight into these topographic effects is pro-

vided by comparing Figs. 7e–h to Figs. 7a–d, particularly

for the offshore propagating front. Shown in Figs. 7e–h

is the time evolution for theH5 0:375 case with �5 1.5,

again starting at the end of the heating cycle. As seen in

Figs. 7e,f, as the onshore moving sea-breeze front en-

counters the plateau, part of the low-level density current

is blocked. This blocking causes cold air to be trapped at

the base of the topography, where it is further cooled by

the negative overnight heat source. Near the end of the

cooling cycle, the cold pool is amplified further by katabatic

FIG. 7. (a)–(d) Time evolution of the total vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.24; shaded region is negative) and isentropes for the case U5 0,

H5 0, and �5 1.5 at times t 5 (a) 3.25, (b) 3.5, (c) 3.75, and (d) 4 days. (e)–(l) As in (a)–(d), but for (e)–(h)H5 0:375 and (i)–(l)H5 0:375

with no coastline.
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flow down the slopes. The net result of these processes is

that a significantly enhanced cold pool forms on the

shoreward side of the terrain, as compared to theH5 0

case (cf. Figs. 7f,g and 7b,c). This enhanced cold pool in

turn produces a stronger density current and a more

rapidly propagating offshore front (cf. Figs. 7h and 7d).

The character of the leftward-propagating front and

cold pool for the cases with and without the coastal

plateau is quantitatively exhibited in Fig. 9. Shown in the

figure is the position of the leftward-moving front, as

measured by the most negative gradient in buoyancy,

as well as the center of the oscillating cold pool, as

FIG. 8. (a) The total vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.12; shaded region is negative) and isentropes (black solid line) at t 5 3.25 days with U5 0,

H5 0, and (a1) � 5 0.01, (a2) � 5 0.25, (a3) � 5 0.5, (a4) � 5 1.0, (a5) � 5 1.5. (b)–(d) As in (a), but for (b) H5 0:0625, (c) H5 0:125, and

(d) H5 0:25.
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measured by the most negative buoyancy at the ground.

For the H5 0 case the center of the cold pool shifts di-

urnally over the sea and the land. The leftward-moving

front initiates along the coastline and moves toward the

sea (Fig. 9a). When the terrain is added, the cold pool

is mainly located over the sea and always propagates

leftward, while the front initiates over the land rather

than along the coastline (Fig. 9b). The shifting of the

front and cold pool reflects the trapping of the sea-

breeze density current as it reaches the plateau, thus

preventing the cold air from extending farther inland.

For reference, the characteristic dimensional value of

the front speed in this case is roughly 10 m s21.

Figures 7i–l show the time evolution for the vertical

velocity field with the heated topography but without

the coastline [i.e., using (12) as the heat source]. The

result shows that the heated topography does not in-

troduce the propagating fronts, as seen in the cases with

the coastline included. The effects of the terrain are thus

not independent of the coastline: the terrain and the

coastline are both needed to produce the enhanced off-

shore effects.

c. Flows with background wind

To illustrate the effects of the background wind, we

again consider the case with U5 0:625 (or dimensional

wind U 5 5 m s21). Figure 10 shows the dependence on

heating amplitude and plateau height in the U5 0:625

case, with the rows and columns arranged as in Fig. 8.

The first row of the figure shows the steady-state moun-

tain wave with no heat source (i.e., � 5 0). The remaining

rows show the disturbance from the mountain wave, as

computed by subtracting the � 5 0 case. All disturbance

fields are shown at the end of the heating cycle (t 5 3.25

days).

The first column of Fig. 10 illustrates the case with

no terrain. For small �, the model solutions are well

described by the linear theory of QEZ10, with the main

differences again due to viscosity. As � increases, an

onshore-propagating front becomes apparent in the w

field, even though the temperature gradient is relatively

weak. Comparison with the U5 0 case (Fig. 8) shows

that the propagation speed of the front is significantly

increased by the effects of the wind. By contrast, the

offshore propagating front in this case is completely

missing. Indeed, the leftward-moving part of the dis-

turbance remains similar to the linear solution, even

for relatively large values of � (at least for the time

shown).

The time evolution of the H5 0, U5 0:625 case is

shown for �5 1.5 in Figs. 11a–d. As shown in Fig. 11a, an

onshore moving front is formed toward the end of the

heating cycle, and by the time of peak cooling the front

has propagated off the domain of the figure (Fig. 11b).

A corresponding land-breeze front forms toward the

end of the cooling cycle (Fig. 11c), but in contrast to the

U5 0 case, the front remains stationary at the coastline,

disappearing by the time of peak heating. The main ef-

fect of the wind in this case is thus to enhance the on-

shore propagation of cold air during the warm phase but

then inhibit the cold air from propagating back off-

shore during the cold phase. The air over the land is

thus simply warmed and cooled alternately as it advects

downstream with the wind.

The effects of terrain on the U5 0:625 case are shown

in the final three columns of Fig. 10. As in Fig. 8, for � 5

0.01 the effects of the terrain are similar to those seen in

the linear case (cf. Fig. 4, noting the difference in figure

domains). For larger � the terrain has a significant impact

on both the leftward- and rightward-moving fronts. For

the sea-breeze front, the main effect is to cause the front

to weaken as it crosses the plateau (e.g., Figs. 10a3–d3).

On the other hand, the offshore front is strengthened

by the terrain; unlike the H5 0 case, for sufficiently

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the position of the offshore propagating front (dotted line) and the center of the cold pool

(solid line) with U5 0, � 5 1.5, and (a) H5 0 and (b) H5 0:375.
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large terrain the front is able to propagate upstream

(Figs. 10d4,c5,d5). As in the U5 0 case, the offshore

propagation speed of the front increases with both

heating amplitude and terrain height.

As illustrated by Fig. 11, the basic dynamics of these

topographic effects is similar to those seen in Fig. 8. As

in the U5 0 case, the onshore moving density current

becomes blocked at the base of the plateau (Figs. 11e,f),

and this blocked air is cooled further once the heat

source switches to cooling. By the end of the cooling

phase, the air at the base of the terrain is significantly

colder than in the H5 0 case (cf. Figs. 11g and 11c).

FIG. 10. (a) The vertical velocity disturbance (c.i. 5 0.12; shaded region is negative) and isentropes at t 5 3.25 days withU5 0:625,H5 0,

and (a1) � 5 0, (a2) � 5 0.1, (a3) � 5 0.5, (a4) � 5 1.0, and (a5) � 5 1.5. (b)–(d) As in (a), but for (b) H5 0:0625, (c) H5 0:125, and

(d) H5 0:25. Except (a1)–(d1), all w fields are scaled as in Table 1; (a1)–(d1) shows the same dimensional contour interval for w as (a5)–(d5).
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This colder air in turn leads to a stronger density current,

so that the resulting front is able to propagate upstream

against the wind. Interestingly, as the density current

spreads, the front slows and eventually becomes sta-

tionary (Figs. 11e,f). Each successive front then over-

takes the front from the previous cycle, at times leading

to a double front structure offshore (Fig. 11h).

Figure 12 illustrates the time evolution of the offshore

front, the center of the cold pool, and the most negative

buoyancy in the cold pool for the case with U5 0:625,

H5 0:375, and � 5 1.5. For most of the cycle the cold

pool is centered offshore, while the front initiates near

the coastline and propagates to the left. The maximum

distance between the front and the coastline increases

gradually with each cycle, as each front overtakes the

front from the previous day (Fig. 12a). This enhanced

propagation with time is due to the gradual accumula-

tion of the cold air in the offshore cold pool, as seen in

Fig. 12b. The propagation speed of the front is initially

similar to the U5 0 case but then slows as the density

current spreads. As compared to the U5 0 case, the in-

tensity of the cold pool is stronger with U5 0:625 (not

shown), presumably due to the offshore confinement of

the cold pool by the background wind.

Finally, Figs. 11i–l show the case with U5 0:625,

H5 0:375, but without the coastal gradient in the heat

source. As before, the case with no coastline produces

relatively little disturbance, suggesting that the coastline

and topography are both needed for the enhanced off-

shore cold pool.

5. Large terrain and heating depth dependence

The previous section shows the linear and nonlinear

character of the coastal flow in cases with small and mod-

erate topography. However, in many cases, the coastal

terrain is larger than the case with H5 0:375. This sec-

tion will briefly explore the nonlinear phenomena under

the effects of large topography. The effect of the heating

depth on the circulation is also briefly considered.

a. Resting background state

The effect of larger topography on the wave fields and

fronts is illustrated for the U5 0 case in Fig. 13, which

FIG. 11. (a)–(d) Time evolution of the vertical velocity disturbance (c.i. 5 0.12; shaded region is negative) and isentropes (black solid

line) with U5 0:625, �5 1.5, andH5 0 at t 5 (a) 3.25, (b) 3.5, (c) 3.75, and (d) 4 days. (e)–(l) As in (a)–(d), but for (e)–(h)H5 0:375 and

(i)–(l) H5 0:375 with no coastline.
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shows simulations with increasing mountain height at

the end of the heating cycle.

For the flow offshore, Fig. 13 shows that there is a

significant change in the speed of the land-breeze front

between the smaller mountain case (Fig. 13a) and the

case with H5 0:625 (Fig. 13b). However, for larger

mountain heights the increase in frontal propagation is

much smaller (Figs. 13b–d). This change in the H de-

pendence is presumably related to the blocking of the

sea-breeze density current during the warm phase. That

is, for sufficiently large H, the density current will be

blocked entirely. Further increases in H then lead to

much smaller changes in the strength of the offshore

cold pool, which in turn leads to smaller changes in the

land-breeze frontal propagation. In fact, in terms of

minimum buoyancy anomaly, the cold pool in actually

slightly weaker at H5 2:5 than at H5 1:25 (at least for

the time shown).

In addition to the land-breeze changes at large H,

there are also changes on the slopes of the plateau. The

most notable change is a shift in the vertical velocity

maximum toward the base of the plateau, along with

a significant decrease in the vertical velocity magnitude

at H5 2:5. These changes in w presumably reflect the

FIG. 12. Time evolution of (a) the position of the front (asterisks)

and the center of the cold pool (circles), and (b) the intensity of the

cold pool for the case with U5 0:625, � 5 1.5, H5 0:375.

FIG. 13. Vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.12) at t 5 3.25 days for the case

with U5 0, � 5 1.5, and (a) H5 0:25, (b) H5 0:625, (c) H5 1:25,

and (d) H5 2:5.
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increase in blocking, as the low-level flow is unable to

climb to the obstacle crest.

b. Flows with background wind

The effect of the background wind is illustrated in

Fig. 14, which shows the U5 0:625 case at the end of

the heating cycle.

As in the U5 0 case (shown in Fig. 13), the speed

of the offshore front depends strongly on the topogra-

phy height for the smaller topography cases, while for

H. 0:625 the increase with H is much weaker. The

changes in the flow structure are also similar, as the

maximum w anomaly shifts toward the base of the pla-

teau and the minimum buoyancy in the cold pool be-

comes slightly less negative. Comparing Figs. 13a and

14a shows that for small terrain heights the propagation

speed of the front is strongly affected by the background

wind. However, for larger terrain heights the difference

in propagation speeds becomes much smaller.

Figure 15 illustrates the time evolution of the flow for

the case withH5 2:5 and U5 0:625. As in theH5 0:375

case shown in Fig. 11e–h, the onshore flow near the end

of the warm phase is blocked as the colder sea-breeze air

reaches the terrain (Fig. 15a,b). However, in theH5 2:5

case this blocking occurs through a much deeper layer,

and the deeper blocked layer collapses more quickly

into a land-breeze front (cf. Figs. 15b and 11f). The

deeper density current in turn leads to more rapid frontal

propagation, even if the minimum buoyancy at the

ground is actually less negative for H5 2:5.

c. Heating depth effect

The previous results are all obtained with the fixed

heating depth (H5 800 m). In this section, our inten-

tion is to discuss the effect of the heating depth on the

wave response in a dimensional sense (i.e., varying H
and Q0 with the remaining dimensional parameters held

fixed). Figure 16 shows the comparison of the offshore

front position for the cases with topography height

h0 5 2000 m, U 5 0 and 5 m s21, using different heating

depths and heating amplitudes. For reference, the heating

amplitude for our standard � 5 1.5 case is Q0 5 8.7 3

1026 m s23.

With increased heating depth (at fixed Q0), the

propagation speed of the disturbance is expected to in-

crease. However, the interpretation of this increase de-

pends on the problem. Under linear dynamics, the effect

of increased H is to produce a deeper wave response,

which in turn implies faster wave propagation (in a di-

mensional sense). However, under nonlinear dynamics

the main effect is to increase the net heating (as inte-

grated in the vertical), which in turn produces a stronger

density current.

FIG. 14. Vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.24) at t 5 3.25 days for the case

with U5 0:625, � 5 1.5, and (a) H5 0:25, (b) H5 0:625, (c)

H5 1:25, and (d) H5 2:5.
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As expected, in Q0 5 8.7 3 1026 m s23 cases, the front

for H 5 1600 m propagates faster than the one with H 5

800 m (Figs. 16c,e). To determine whether this increase

is a linear or nonlinear effect, the front speed in the

H 5 1600 m case with Q0 5 4.35 3 1026 m s23 is also

calculated (Fig. 16a). In this later experiment, the ver-

tical wavelength is still increased with the deeper heat-

ing depth, but the net integrated heating is the same as

the Q0 5 8.7 3 1026 m s23 case with H 5 800 m. The

result shows that the reduced heating amplitude leads

to the slowest propagation of the three cases consid-

ered, showing that the dynamics of the disturbance

follows the expected nonlinear trend. The U 5 5 m s21

case in Figs. 16b,d,f shows a similar result.

6. Conclusions

The equatorial sea breeze was modeled in terms of

an oscillating heat source over the land. Of particular

interest was the effect of an inland plateau, with the

slope of the plateau located 75 km from the coastline.

Under a diurnal scale analysis, the dominant control

parameters for the problem include the nondimensional

heating amplitude � 5 Q0 3 (N2vH)21, the nondimen-

sional background wind speed U5 U 3 (NHÞ21, and the

scaled topography height H5 h
0
/H. Simulations were

conducted for varying values of � and H, and for U5 0

and U5 0:625. Both linear (or small �) and nonlinear

dynamics were considered, with an emphasis on mod-

erate terrain heights (H , 1).

In the linear problem, the sea breeze is treated as a

small, diabatically forced disturbance, with either a rest

state (for U5 0) or else a steady-state mountain wave

(for U5 0:625) acting as the background flow. Com-

pared to the H5 0 problem of QEZ10, the linear cases

with topography show additional diurnal wave distur-

bances over both plateau slopes, with the structure and

sources of these disturbances depending on the wind

FIG. 15. Vertical velocity (c.i. 5 0.36) for the case with U5 0:625, � 5 1.5, and H5 2:5 at times (a) t 5 3.25,

(b) t 5 3.5, (c) t 5 3.75, and (d) t 5 4 days.
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speed. However, in no case does the linear problem

produce a significant offshore effect, beyond that asso-

ciated with the H5 0 problem. Offshore effects in our

experiments are thus largely nonlinear.

The transition to nonlinear effects was considered by

gradually increasing �, starting with the standard U5 0

and H5 0 problem. Nonlinearity in this problem ap-

pears first as high-wavenumber features, occurring at

relatively small values of � (i.e., � ; 0.1). As the ampli-

tude approaches �; 1, these nonlinear features collapse

into fronts, with the propagation speed of the fronts

increasing with the heating amplitude. The front for the

sea breeze forms near the end of the heating cycle and

propagates onshore throughout the cooling cycle, while

the land-breeze front forms near the end of the cooling

cycle. The sea-breeze front in this case is significantly

stronger than the land-breeze front.

When terrain is added to the U5 0 problem, the sea-

breeze front becomes distorted, while the land-breeze

front is significantly strengthened. For both effects, the

apparent mechanism is the partial blocking of the sea-

breeze density current, which traps cool air at the base

of the plateau near the end of the heating cycle. This

cooler blocked air is further cooled overnight, produc-

ing an enhanced cold pool on the shoreward side of

the terrain, as compared to the H5 0 case. The colder

cold pool in turn leads to a stronger land-breeze density

current the following morning, as well as a faster off-

shore propagating front. The propagation speed of the

front increases with the terrain height, presumably due

to increased blocking.

When an onshore wind is added (i.e., for U5 0:625),

the sea breeze propagates faster, while the land breeze

is inhibited. For H5 0, the land-breeze front remains

FIG. 16. Vertical velocity for h0 5 2000 m and (a),(c),(e) U5 0 m s21 (c.i. 5 0.12) and (b),(d),(f) U5 5 m s21 (c.i. 5

0.36) at t 5 4 days. The heating amplitude and heating depth are given by (a),(b) Q0 5 4.35 3 1026 m s23,

H5 1600 m; (c),(d) Q0 5 8.7 3 1026 m s23, H5 800 m; and (e),(f) Q0 5 8.7 3 1026 m s23, H5 1600 m.
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stationary at the coastline, even for the largest heating

amplitude considered (� 5 1.5). When the plateau is

added, the land breeze again strengthens because of the

same blocking and cooling mechanism as in the U5 0

case, and for sufficiently large topography (and suffi-

ciently large heating amplitudes) the front is able to

propagate upstream. As the front propagates and spreads,

it eventually becomes stationary offshore, and the front

from each subsequent day then overtakes the front from

the previous day.

Increasing the terrain height further (to H. 1) leads

to a number of changes in the flow, including a weak-

ening but deepening of the land-breeze density current,

as well as changes in the flow structure near the plateau

peak. The mechanisms described above appear to still

apply; however, the large-terrain problem was consid-

ered only briefly and likely merits further study.

It should be kept in mind that as with the previous

linear studies, the current study is based on a number

of simplifications and idealizations, including the use of

a diurnally oscillating interior heat source. In the real

problem, the heating is a complex combination of sur-

face fluxes, turbulent mixing, and radiative effects, and

the end result has both higher and lower frequencies

(particularly higher harmonics) and a more complex

spatial structure. The heating also has prominent day/

night asymmetries. The experiments have also neglected

the effects of surface friction, while at higher latitudes

the Coriolis force plays a role as well. Any of these effects

could potentially alter the amplitude and phasing of the

flow, which could in turn modify the blocking and cooling

mechanisms described above. The extent to which these

complications impact real-world circulations remains a

topic for future study.

Finally, it is worth noting that even with the restric-

tions given above, the results of this study have parallels

in the problem of nocturnal coastal convection. Recent

studies have revealed a tendency for nocturnal and early

morning convection off coastlines, particularly in areas

with near-coastal terrain. The convection starts at or near

the coastline in the late evening hours and propagates

offshore throughout the morning. While it remains un-

clear what drives these convective signals, the phasing

and propagation of the signals is at least qualitatively

consistent with our modeled land-breeze response, in-

cluding the apparent role of topography.
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APPENDIX

Diagnostic Calculations of Terrain Effect

Consider the linearized system (7)–(12) in the limit of

small terrain height h0, and suppose the linear distur-

bance fields are expanded as

u9 5 u(0) 1 u(1) 1 � � � , w9 5 w(0) 1 w(1) 1 � � � ,

b9 5 b(0) 1 b(1) 1 � � � , P9 5 P(0) 1 P(1) 1 � � � ,

Q 5 Q(0) 1 Q(1) 1 � � �

where u(0) ; O(0), u(1) ; O(h0), u(2) ; O(h2
0), etc. Here,

the forcing terms are derived from the Taylor series

expansion of (6) as

Q(0) 5
Q0

p

p

2
1 tan21 x

L

� �
exp(2z/H) cos(vt) (A1)

and

Q(1) 5
Q0h

pH

p

2
1 tan21 x

L

� �
exp(2z/H) cos(vt). (A2)

The background mountain wave also depends on h and

is expanded as

u0 5 u
(1)
0 1 u

(2)
0 1 � � � , w0 5 w

(1)
0 1 w

(2)
0 1 � � � ,

b0 5 b
(1)
0 1 b

(2)
0 1 � � � ,

where it should be noted that the zero-order terms for

the mountain wave are zero. In the present context these

background terms are assumed to be known.

Then we substitute the above expressions into the

basic equations (7)–(11). For small h, the zero-order sys-

tem is

›u(0)

›t
1 U

›u(0)

›x
1

›P(0)

›x
5 0, (A3)

›w(0)

›t
1 U

›w(0)

›x
1

›P(0)

›z
5 b(0), (A4)

›b(0)

›t
1 U

›b(0)

›x
1 N2w(0) 5 Q(0), (A5)

›P(0)

›t
1 c2

s

›u(0)

›x
1

›w(0)

›z

� 	
5 0, (A6)

with

w(0)(z 5 0) 5 0. (A7)
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In the hydrostatic and incompressible limit, the system

(A3)–(A7) with (A1) matches the H5 0 sea-breeze

problem considered by QEZ10 (as illustrated in Fig. 2).

We thus refer to the zero-order solutions as the linear

sea-breeze flow.

The first-order system (in h0) is then

›u(1)

›t
1 U

›u(1)

›x
1

›P(1)

›x
5 2u

(1)
0

›u(0)

›t
2 w

(1)
0

›u(0)

›z

2 u(0)›u
(1)
0

›x
2 w(0)›u

(1)
0

›z
,

(A8)

›w(1)

›t
1 U

›w(1)

›x
1

›P(1)

›z
5 2u

(1)
0

›w(0)

›x
2 w

(1)
0

›w(0)

›z

2 u(0) ›w
(1)
0

›x
2 w(0)›u

(1)
0

›z
1 b(1),

(A9)

›b(1)

›t
1 U

›b(1)

›x
1 N2w(1) 5 2u

(1)
0

›b(0)

›x
2 w

(1)
0

›b(0)

›z

2 u(0) ›b
(1)
0

›x
2 w(0)›u

(1)
0

›z
1 Q(1),

(A10)

›P(1)

›t
1 c2

s

›u(1)

›x
1

›w(1)

›z

� 	
5 0, (A11)

with

w(1) 5 u(0)›h

›x
2

›w(0)

›z
h at z 5 0. (A12)

For small terrain height the system (A8)–(A12) de-

scribes the leading-order effects of the terrain. Note that

since the background fields are assumed given, the right-

hand side terms in (A8)–(A12) all behave as known

forcing terms.

The system (A8)–(A12) shows that at leading order,

the three terrain effects mentioned in section 3a can be

cleanly separated: (i) the elevated heating gradients are

described by the Q(1) term in (A10), (ii) the sea-breeze

flow past the terrain slopes is described by (A12), and

(iii) the interaction between the sea breeze and the

background mountain wave is described by the advec-

tion terms on the right in (A8)–(A10). Since the system

is linear, the response to these three forcing terms can be

computed independently.

Solutions to (A8)–(A12) are computed using a modi-

fied version of the linear model described in section 3a.

The model solves (7)–(10), but with the lower boundary

condition specified as

w9 5 2
›w9

›z
h 1 u9

›h

›x
at z 5 0

and with Q set equal to Q(0) 1 Q(1). The terrain height

is set to a small but nonzero value. To within O(h2
0)

corrections, the resulting model fields can then be in-

terpreted as u(0) 1 u(1), w(0) 1 w(1), etc.

A companion model run with h0 5 0 gives the zero-

order fields, and subtracting the two runs leaves the first-

order corrections u(1), w(1), etc. Contributions from the

individual forcing terms are then computed by including

only the associated terms in the solution to (7)–(10),

with the other forcing terms set explicitly to zero.
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